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Tragedy struck the Holland 
community late Monday night when 
freshman Joshua Boerigter was fatally 
hit by a train. The accident occurred Oct. 
24 at approximately 8:48 p.m. on the 
tracks near East 12th Street and Lincoln 
Avenue. 
After an investigation, police found 
that the incident did not appear to be 
the result of a mechanical error or any 
oversight on the part of the engineer. 
Boerigter reportedly paused briefly on 
the tracks, and the train’s emergency 
braking system did not have enough time 
to stop the cars. 
Known to his friends as JP, 18-year-old 
Boerigter was a 2011 graduate of Portage 
Northern High School. There, he was on 
the swim team for all four years and was 
voted captain his senior year. He was a 
third-generation Hope student. 
Hope College students were notified of 
a death on Monday night, but the name 
was not released by police until Tuesday 
morning. 
Following the release, a prayer service 
was led in Dimnent Memorial Chapel by 
Trygve Johnson. Hundreds of students 
and faculty crowded into the building, 
where it was standing-room only. The 
audience gathered to pray and mourn 
together and also to support Boerigter’s 
parents who were in attendance. 
Since the accident occurred, Campus 
Ministries, Student Development, 
and the Counseling and Psychological 
Services staffs have been available to 
serve students.
The residents and residence assistants 
of Boerigter’s hall, Wyckoff, have also set 
aside special time to pray together and 
support each other. 
Two Facebook pages were created 
Tuesday to pay tribute to Boerigter. One 
of his former teachers, Jeanne Burnham 
writes, “I had J.P. in sixth grade and I 
enjoyed our time together. He was quiet, 
but witty and so smart…What a terrible 
tragedy! You have to ask, ‘why?’ I don’t 
understand.”
“The death of JP is a significant and 
terrible loss. It rips through us all,” said 
Trygve Johnson, of Campus Ministries. 
“When someone dies so young, and so 
unexpectedly, we want to have answers. 
We just don’t have those answers to 
give.” 
Johnson added, “In the days ahead 
we will continue to pray for JP’s family, 
and continue to comfort each other by 
standing firmly on the promises of (God’s) 
Word.”
“We grieve together and especially 
with his family,” agreed President  James 
Bultman. “I was very pleased with the 
way our campus community surrounded 
each other during this time.”
Visitation with the Boerigter family 
took place at the Kalamazoo Country 
Club on Thursday, Oct. 27.  The funeral 
was Saturday, Oct. 29. at the Kalamazoo 
Second Reformed Church. 
In lieu of flowers, the Boerigter 
family collected contributions for the J.P. 
Boerigter Scholarship Fund. 
 
Hope mourns student killed in train crash
Jessica Snitko
campus co-Editor
How can Hope create a 
more welcoming and caring 
community? Finding answers 
to that question is a goal of the 
college’s first comprehensive 
survey of campus climate.
The Office of International 
and Multicultural Education 
conducted the survey last 
year and asked respondents 
to evaluate the atmosphere of 
Hope’s overall cultural diversity, 
as well as explain their own 
personal conceptions of cultural 
diversity. 
The survey, taken by 491 
Hope students, 117 faculty and 
91 staff members, provided 
information for developing a 
more culturally diverse and 
welcoming climate. 
Although professor Charles 
Green made a presentation 
about the survey at a faculty 
conference in August, results 
from the survey have had 
limited release. The President’s 
Advisory Council, made up 
of faculty, staff, and students, 
has reviewed the study and 
was asked to develop action 
strategies.
The study found that 
diversity is valued at Hope, and 
respondents said everyone at 
Hope is responsible for creating 
a welcoming environment. 
Respondents said racial and 
ethnic diversity is easier to 
discuss than sexual and religious 
identity and is being best 
addressed by Hope’s programs 
and messages about diversity. 
A majority said that while 
Hope should continue its 
mission to be ecumenical in 
character it should also visibly 
embrace a wider definition of 
cultural diversity. 
Alfredo Gonzales, dean of 
International and Multicultural 
Education, directed the survey. 
Gonzales said the inspiration 
for the survey came from “a 
number of conversations from 
students, faculty and staff that 
often point to an incident or 
a particular situation” where 
they felt diversity was not 
well represented or even felt 
threatened at times. 
“There was not enough 
data that with some degree of 
confidence someone could say 
(incidents) were taking place. I 
thought it would be important 
to take a survey to have an 
accurate record of issues that 
affect the campus climate,” 
Gonzales said. 
The committee enlisted 
the help of the Frost Research 
Center to conduct the survey; 
committee members then 
interpreted the results. 
Respondents had a wide range 
of impressions of how culturally 
diverse Hope’s campus, is as 
well as definitions of cultural 
diversity itself. 
Gonzales wonders, “How 
might those differences (in 
opinion) play out in the 
academic and residential life of 
the college?” 
Although few students have 
actually reported harassment 
based on diversity issues (such 
as race, religion, gender, and 
sexual orientation), Gonzales 
said that even if  a small number 
of people have felt intimidated, 
it should be of concern to the 
college. The ultimate goal of 
the survey is for the campus to 
become a more welcoming and 
open community, as well as see 
what areas the administration 
can improve upon. 
Campus climate survey  intended 
to create cultural diversity change
Carolyn Wermuth
GuEst WritEr
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In an effort to reduce 
Hope College’s environmental 
footprint, the Campus 
Sustainability Advisory 
Committee has organized a 
Cottage Energy Competition for 
the 2011-2012 academic year.  
“From Oct. until Thanksgiving 
break, cottages will work to 
reduce their use of electricity,” 
said Isolde Anderson, chair of the 
department of communication 
and member of the Campus 
Sustainability Advisory 
Committee.  
Seven cottages have 
volunteered to enter the 
competition which includes  a 
kick-off event to explain the 
project and provide tips on 
energy reduction as well as “a 
celebration dinner to thank all 
the participants and learn from 
them about ‘best practices’ and 
how to educate the rest of the 
campus on energy reduction,” 
Anderson said.  
After the competition is 
over, the cottage that reduced 
their electricity usage the 
most will win a prize which 
will be decided upon by the 
Campus Sustainability Advisory 
Committee.
To make the competition 
fair, the cottages are competing 
against their own previous use 
of electricity.  
“Efforts will be compared to 
each cottage’s previous three 
year record of electricity usage 
(averaged over the three years),” 
Anderson said.  This way, a 
cottage with 14 residents can 
compete against a cottage with 
only four residents.  
“The aim of the Cottage 
Energy Competition is to 
motivate students to be more 
conscious of their day to day 
energy use and its ultimate 
effects on the environment,” 
said Lauren Madison (’14), a 
Sustainability Outreach intern. 
This consciousness will hopefully 
last even after the competition is 
over.  
“We hope to educate the 
students involved, not only about 
how to limit their energy use, but 
also why it is a good idea; in order 
to care in the long run, there has 
to be a base knowledge of the 
benefits of energy conservation,” 
said Madison.  This competition 
is only one sustainability project 
of many in the last four years 
since the Campus Sustainability 
This fall, Hope goes green with 
cottage energy competition
Claire Call
campus co-Editor
see gReeN, pAge 10
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REmEmbERiNg JP — Orange and 
blue flowers were left at the site of 
Boerigter’s death.
Joshua Boerigter
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This Week aT hope
Thursday          Nov. 3 
Pine Ridge Informational 
Meeting
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Lubbers 113
Friday           Nov. 4 
Family Weekend 
ends Sunday Nov. 6
Family Weekend Concert
7:30 p.m. at Dimnent Chapel
Saturday          Nov. 5 
Nykerk Cup Competition
7:00 p.m. at Holland Civic Center 
Sunday          Nov. 6 
Family Weekend Chapel
10 - 11 a.m.
Dimnentt Memorial Chapel  
in Brief
Van Wylen ReceiVes 
citation of excellence
The Library of Michigan 
Foundation awarded the 2011 
Citation of Excellence to the 
Van Wylen Library. This award 
was presented at the Michigan 
Library Association’s States 
Librarian Luncheon. The citation 
is awarded to libraries with 
excellent customer service. 
Jaimy GoRdon featuRed 
in VisitnG WRiteRs seRies
On Thursday, November 4, 
National Book Award winner 
Jaimy Gordon will be featured 
in the Jack Ridl Visiting Writers’ 
Series. The event will take place 
at 7 p.m. in the Knickerbocker 
Theatre. A question and answer 
session will preceed at 3:30 p.m. 
in the Herrick Room of the DeWitt 
Center. Gordon graduated from 
Antioch College and then attended 
Brown University where she she 
received her Doctor of Arts. She 
was a Writer-in-Residence with 
the Rhode Island Council on the 
Arts and has taught at Brown 
University, Roger Williams 
College, and Eastern Washington 
State College. 
Hope colleGe a ‘best 
Value’
Hope was one of three private 
colleges in Michigan to be listed 
as a best value by Kiplinger’s 
Personal Finance this year.  Hope 
was ranked 68th in the country, 
nine places higher than last 
year’s ranking of 77th.  Hope 
was chosen because of high four-
year graduation rates, low student 
debt, a good faculty to student 
ratio and abundance of on-campus 
resources available to students.  
The ANchor
 “Perhaps the most important 
lesson for me is that if there is any 
time of hurt in our community 
where someone or a group 
of people feel that they were 
marginalized in some way or 
another, it is our responsibility 
to make sure that they are a part 
of the fabric of Hope, and we 
should do whatever is within 
our responsibilities to make 
Hope a much more welcoming 
institution,” Gonzales said.
Asked what Hope students 
can do to make the campus a 
more welcoming place, Gonzales 
said simply avoiding behavior 
that might be construed as 
offensive or insensitive toward a 
certain group and following one 
of the most tried-and-true rules 
for living: treat others the way 
you would like to be treated. 
With applied effort and 
understanding,  Hope’s students, 
faculty and staff can make the 
campus an even more welcoming 
place for people of all cultural 
ideals.
w CLIMATE, from page 1
Is an A really outstanding 
if most students are getting 
the same grade? The concerns 
behind grade inflation are 
numerous, and Hope is studying 
the issue closely .
”Grade inflation is the steady 
increase in the mean GPA of 
students over time,” Provost 
Richard Ray said. 
According to KnowHope, 
Hope’s mean GPA has risen 
from a 2.96 in 1980 to a 3.32 in 
2010. However, grade inflation 
has hit other American colleges 
and universities as well.
Gradeinflation.com, a website 
designed by Stuart Rojstaczer, 
a former professor at Duke 
University, measures the national 
prevalence of grade inflation. 
According to the website, the 
average GPA of American 
colleges and universities has 
risen from a 2.93 in 1991 to a 
3.11 in 2006. Specifically, private 
schools have jumped from a 3.09 
in 1991 to a 3.30 in 2006.
So what is the big deal about 
grade inflation? 
Some argue “grade inflation 
robs students in a certain way 
of honest feedback on what they 
have learned,” Ray said. 
If students are getting A’s 
for substandard work, then 
grade inflation has a negative 
impact on their learning. High 
performing students are not 
truly recognized for  superior 
performance, and students 
overall are not challenged in 
their academic work.
The Academic Affairs Board 
has discussed the issue regularly 
for years since the 1950s and has 
continued to revisit the issue in 
each subsequent decade. 
The discussion has grown 
more intense recently resulting 
in extensive data analysis and 
lengthy dialogue.  The board 
hosted two faculty forums on 
the topic in September and is 
continuing to search for ways to 
counteract the negative impact 
of grade inflation on student 
learning.
“Grade inflation is an issue 
that is so complex it cannot be 
solved in simple ways,” Ray said. 
The process will take a long 
time.
One challenge to finding a 
solution is that there is no clear 
cause of grade inflation.
“Generally people assume 
that grade inflation is bad just 
like inflation in the economy,” 
David Cunningham, professor 
of religion and administrator of 
The Crossroads Project and The 
Writing Center, said. However, 
there might be positive and 
negative reasons for grade 
inflation at Hope. 
Positive reasons could 
include that students are more 
dedicated to their studies  and 
that faculty are providing more 
varied assignments and specific 
grading guidelines. A rise of 
competency-based disciplines 
and increased student faculty 
interaction about assignments 
and grades may  have also 
contributed.
Negative reasons could 
include professors wanting to 
decrease their own and their 
students’ workloads, easier 
courses,  a consumer culture 
among students and the role of 
student evaluations in tenure 
and promotion decisions.
 “We know there are a lot 
of causes but we don’t know 
which ones are making the 
biggest difference right now,” 
Cunningham said.
Hope, along with other 
colleges and universities, is 
determined to find a solution to 
managing grade inflation.
The Academic Affairs 
Board is looking into trying to 
develop ways to address the 
impact that grade inflation 
has on student learning. Some 
proposed solutions are to 
include information on grade 
distributions and percentiles for 
students in their courses. 
These percentile averages 
would show up on students’ 
grade reports, but not official 
transcripts. Some board 
members are concerned this 
could turn Hope’s collaborative 
environment into a competitive 
one.
Another concern is the hefty 
estimated price tag of $250,000 
to implement the changes.
“We have an idea of what 
faculty think,” Brent Krueger, 
chair of the Academic Affairs 
Board and professor of chemistry 
said.  “We would like to get an 
idea of what students think.”
The Academic Affairs Board 
hopes to solicit student concerns 
about grade inflation and its 
solutions at some point this 
year.
 “It is not a solution to just say 
to everybody, ‘don’t give so many 
A’s,’ ” Cunningham said. 
Students do not need to be 
concerned their A’s will suddenly 
disappear or become obsolete. 
“Reducing everybody’s 
grades will have a negative 
impact,” Krueger said. “This is 
not something we want to do.” 
 
does Hope make the grade?
Hope studies concerns behind grade inflation
Katherine Maguire
Guest Writer
Trick-or-TreaT— Safe Halloween, trick-or-treating for the kids of Holland, was hosted on Monday night in Maas cen-
ter.  
Photos by KayleiGh schneider
On Oct. 18, authorities were 
called to a home in Zanesville, 
Ohio, sometime in the evening. 
The owner of the home, Terry 
Thompson, had released the 
exotic animals on his preserve 
and then committed suicide by 
shooting himself.
According to CNN, although 
the state troopers did not have 
authority to track exotic and 
dangerous animals that are 
not native to Ohio, officials 
nonetheless pursued the 56 
exotic animals that Thompson 
had released to protect public 
safety.
The Associated Press reports 
that at the time of the release, 
Thompson had two wolves, six 
black bears, three grizzly bears, 
nine male lions, eight lionesses, 
one baboon, three mountain 
lions, three monkeys, three 
leopards, and 18 Bengal tigers.
Officials did not have 
immediate access to tranquilizers 
and feared that the animals 
would escape before the drugs 
could take effect, then awake 
later. General response to this 
incident has been positive 
regarding the use of lethal force 
on dangerous exotic animals, 
even rare ones. 
CNN reports that the 
Humane Society “does not fault 
authorities for using deadly 
force in such a situation.” The 
citizens of Ohio were in danger 
and no one is questioning the 
decision to use lethal force when 
lions and tigers were prowling 
neighborhoods.
The Humane Society did, 
however, criticize Ohio’s lax laws 
regarding exotic pets, which are 
among the nation’s weakest. 
They especially criticized the 
governor’s response to this 
incident.
On Oct. 21, Gov. John Kasich 
signed an order concerning the 
ownership of dangerous wild 
animals which is meant to put 
some backbone into already 
existing laws. He also promised 
to push for “tighter regulations.”
President Wayne Pacelle of 
the Humane Society declared 
that, “the legislature should 
enact a statute that addresses 
the problem, but in the interim, 
we need an executive order that 
bans the sale and acquisition of 
dangerous wild animals as pets 
or roadside attractions.”
He said the governor’s step 
is “inadequate and sidesteps the 
central problems created by the 
exotic animal trade in Ohio.”
Previously, Ohio had banned 
the buying and selling of exotic 
animals, but Kasich, who recently 
came into office, let those laws 
expire earlier in the year. His 
reasoning for this was that the 
laws were not enforceable.
He has since enacted 
temporary measures to “crack 
down” on private ownership. 
Permanent legislation on the 
issue will not be determined 
until Nov. 30.
Not all of the animals were 
killed. One grizzly bear, two 
monkeys and three leopards 
were taken into custody and 
cared for by Columbus Zoo and 
Aquarium. One of the monkeys 
was unaccounted for but there is 
speculation that it was eaten by 
one of the big cats.
According to the Associated 
Press, Thompson’s wife wants to 
return the six remaining animals 
to her late husband’s preserve. 
The zoo acknowledges that it has 
no legal rights to the animals but 
authorities are trying to prevent 
Marian Thompson from taking 
possession of them.
Rob Nichols, a spokesman 
for Kasich, said that a private 
veterinarian from the Agriculture 
Department examined the 
animals and declared that they 
should be quarantined.
Thompson has the right to a 
hearing within 30 days if she so 
wishes. Her attorneys were not 
available for comment.
The European Union has 
been experiencing major diffi-
culties over the past few years. 
These include debt problems 
within the euro zone, particu-
larly the financial troubles of 
member states Greece and Ire-
land, and the global recession. 
Now, leaders of the E.U. 
have begun to consider whether 
amendments to the treaty that 
formed the E.U. might help 
to alleviate these difficulties.
To be more precise, the E.U. 
is not currently constituted by 
a single treaty but by several, 
each of which is an amendment 
of the previous documents. The 
Treaty of Lisbon, which was 
signed in 2007, is the most re-
cent of these treaties. It modi-
fied the agreement laid out in 
the Maastricht Treaty of 1992 
and the Treaty of Rome of 1958.
Meeting in Brussels for emer-
gency talks on Oct. 23, Euro-
pean leaders discussed the E.U. 
bailout fund, the Greek debt cri-
sis, recapitalizing banks, and the 
possibility of altering the treaty. 
According to the BBC, leaders 
from all 27 of the E.U.’s mem-
ber states were in attendance.
Herman Van Rompuy, the 
president of the E.U., said after the 
meeting that any changes to the 
treaty would involve closer coop-
eration between member states 
in economic and fiscal matters.
“The most important thing 
is not to change the treaty, the 
most important thing is to 
strengthen economic conver-
gence,” he told the BBC. “The 
aim is deepening our economic 
convergence and strengthening 
economic discipline,” he said.
According to Van Rompuy, 
“limited change” to the Treaty of 
Lisbon would mean “not a gen-
eral overhaul of the institutional 
architecture.” He also conceded 
that it was necessary to ob-
tain “the agreement of all the 
27 (member states) before we 
can decide on a treaty change.”
According to the New York 
Times, the consensus of the 
Oct. 23 meeting was that go-
ing forward, the E.U. must fo-
cus more on the big picture 
and less on tackling smaller 
problems that affect only indi-
vidual members of the union.
This first meeting, which final-
ly went ahead after having been 
postponed, was prompted par-
ticularly by Greece’s increasing 
fiscal problems and by increases 
in the cost of borrowing money 
in Italy and Spain. The U.S. also 
urged that the meeting go for-
ward before November’s G20 
summit. The original meeting 
ended inconclusively, prompt-
ing a reconvening on Oct. 26.
This second round of talks 
ended with the formulation of 
a three-pronged agreement in-
tended to help solve the euro 
zone debt crisis, the BBC re-
ports. First, private banks that 
hold Greek debt will be forced to 
accept a 50 percent loss. This is 
10 percent larger than the banks 
were originally willing to agree 
to but should have the effect of 
reducing Greece’s national debt 
going forward. Second, the main 
euro bailout fund will be expand-
ed from 440 billion euros to one 
trillion euros. Third and finally, 
the agreement requires Europe-
an banks to create approximate-
ly 106 billion euros in additional 
capital by June of next year.
“I am pleased to stand before 
you this morning and confirm 
that Europe is closer to resolving 
its financial and economic crisis 
and to getting back on a path of 
growth,” said Jose Manuel Bar-
roso, the president of the Euro-
pean Commission, to the Eu-
ropean Parliament on Oct. 27.
Whether or not the agree-
ment will be able to assist in put-
ting the E.U. back on its feet eco-
nomically remains to be seen.
European leaders discuss debt crisis 
Cory Lakatos
World Co-Editor
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The most impor-
tant thing is not to 
change the treaty, 
the most important 
thing is to strengthen 
economic conver-
gence.
— HErman Van 
rompuy 
Eu prEsidEnt
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Ohio preserve owner releases 56 exotic animals
Anneliese Goetz
World Co-Editor
Animals had to be killed    
before they harmed residents
Tragedy in OhiO— Shortly before committing suicide, an Ohio native 
released almost five dozen exotic animals from his wildlife preserve in 
Zanesville. Due to the threat that many of the dangerous animals posed 
to the surrounding community, many of them had to be killed before night 
fell. One grizzly bear, two monkeys and three leopards avoided this harsh 
fate and are currently being held in the Columbus Zoo. Laws regarding 
exotic animal purchase had recently become more lax in the state.
The months-long revolt 
started in Benghazi has now 
ended. Libya has declared 
national liberation after sev-
eral months of revolution 
against the Gadhafi regime.
Libya was finally able to de-
clare liberation after the over-
thrown dictator Moammar 
Gadhafi was killed brutally 
during the fight for Sirte, the 
leader’s own hometown Oct. 
21. The bloodiest battles of 
the uprising took place in Sirte 
and it is thought to be where 
the revolution officially ended.
Videos of that day show Gad-
hafi asking for mercy while he 
was dragged through the streets 
of Surt. The brutal content of the 
video shows absolutely no mercy 
for Gadhafi. Even though he was 
put in an ambulance after a bru-
tal beating, he did not live long. 
The exact cause of his death 
is still a matter of controversy.
While there are people 
who have argued that there 
should have been a fair trial 
even for the cruelest of dicta-
tors, prime minister of the in-
terim government, Mahmoud 
Jibril, declared that the death 
of Gadhafi had been eagerly an-
ticipated by everyone in Libya.
Supporting the prime min-
ister, Libya’s chief spokesman, 
Mahmoud Shammam, called the 
day of Gadhafi’s death “the day of 
real liberation. We were serious 
about giving him a fair trial. It 
seems God has some other wish.” 
While Libyans and mem-
bers of the international com-
munity celebrated the demise 
of Gadhafi, questions have 
come up about who was actu-
ally responsible for his death.
NATO claimed that it was 
certainly not the airstrikes 
that killed Gadhafi. The Tran-
sitional National Council 
has stated that he was killed 
at the hand of the rebels.
Images and videos posted 
all over the Internet show anti-
Gadhafi troops surrounding the 
body and celebrating with the 
corpse amidst; Gadhafi’s body 
appeared to be cleaned, with 
a vivid bullet in his forehead. 
Only several weeks ago, 
Gadhafi had threatened the in-
ternational community with 
an elongated war. However, he 
is now buried along with his 
son in unmarked graves some-
where in the deserts of Libya.
President Barack Obama, 
whose country’s military as-
sisted the anti-Gadhafi fighters 
along with other Western na-
tions, said, “the dark shadow 
of tyranny has been lifted, and 
with this enormous promise the 
Libyan people now have a great 
responsibility to build an inclu-
sive and tolerant and democratic 
Libya that stands as the ultimate 
rebuke to Gadhafi’s dictatorship.”
The interim government 
will face an immense challenge 
in establishing a government 
after four decades of dictator-
ship, but starting during the 
peak of victory could be what 
it takes to promise the citizens 
of Libya a prosperous future.
Diplomats from six key coun-
tries met from Oct. 24-25 in 
Switzerland to discuss North 
Korea’s Pyongyang nuclear pro-
gram. This is the first time the 
diplomats, who hail from China, 
Japan, Russia, the United States, 
and both North and South 
Korea, have met since 2009.
Following a delay of several 
hours, the talks centered on 
a 2005 agreement which re-
quired North Korea to aban-
don its nuclear program in 
exchange for economic incen-
tives from the other countries.
Although no formal agree-
ment to resume talks has been 
made, American diplomat 
Stephen Bosworth was opti-
mistic when he addressed the 
press outside the U.S. mis-
sion to the United Nations.
“I am confident that with 
a continued effort on both 
sides, we can reach a reason-
able basis of departure for the 
six-party process,” he said.
If this agreement is reached, 
however, Bosworth will not 
be present. If and when future 
negotiating takes place, the 
American representatives will 
be led by his soon-to-be succes-
sor, Glyn Davies of the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency.
Bosworth’s optimism appears 
to be shared by North Korea’s first 
vice minister, Kim Kye Gwan, 
who led his nation’s delegation. 
He told the press that he wished 
to continue the talks before the 
end of the year, thanks to the 
“confidence building measures” 
that comprised the majority of 
actions taken at this meeting.
However, distrust still runs 
high on both sides. North Ko-
rea has a history of dragging its 
feet in negotiations. In another 
meeting in October 2006, their 
delegation walked out of talks 
during a deadlock and did not 
return. The U.N. issued sanctions 
freezing the equivalent of $25 
million of North Korean money 
in a Mancau bank, but North 
Korea refused to return until 
after the sanction was removed.
Prospects began to improve 
in 2007 when the nation began 
to show foreign representa-
tives its nuclear facilities and 
began to dismantle the Pyong-
yang site. The cooling tower 
was actually blown up, but the 
improvements did not last.
Talks again deadlocked over 
the issue of actually proving that 
this dismantling was taking place. 
In 2009, North Korea pulled out 
of talks once again. This lat-
est conference is the first since 
then, and the fact remains that 
no tangible progress regarding 
the 2005 treaty has been made.
South Koreans in particu-
lar remain wary, and with good 
reason. There is a long-standing 
tradition of suspicion between 
the two countries, particularly 
after last year’s sinking of the 
South Korean warship Cheon-
an, which left 46 people dead.
While the U.N. never specifi-
cally accused any one nation; a 
multi-national investigation 
concluded that the ship had 
been sunk by a torpedo fired 
by a North Korean submarine.
Many have questioned why 
North Korea chooses to ad-
dress American representatives 
instead of South Korean ones.
“South Korean people can’t 
trust North Korea trying to 
talk with the U.S.,” a Seoul resi-
dent told “Voice of America,” a 
federal broadcast institution. 
“If the North wants to show its 
sincerity, it should rather con-
tinuously talk with South Korea.”
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This Day in hisTory
Marie Antoinette, prin-
cess of Austria, later 
queen of France, is born.
– 1755
North and South Dakota 
were admitted to the 
Union as the 39th and 
40th states.
– 1889
Cheerleading gets its 
start at the University of 
Minnesota when Johnny 
Campbells began leading 
the crowd in a cheer for 
the football team.
–  1898
Russia declares war on 
the Ottoman Empire.
–  1914
First U.S. soldier killed in 
combat in WWI.
–  1917
Britain supports the cre-
ation of a Jewish home-
land in Palestine in the 
Balfour Declaration.
–  1917
Obsenity trial over “Lady 
Chatterley’s Lover” ends.
– 1960
Ngo Dinh Diem assasin-
ated in South Vietnam.
–  1963
Auschwitz begins gassing 
inmates.
- 1944
Howard Hughes’ “Spruce 
Goose” flies for 1st (and 
last) time.
- 1947
Harry S. Truman is re-
elected president in an 
upset over Thomas E. 
Dewey.
- 1948
USSR performs nuclear 
test at Eastern Kazakh/
Semipalitinsk USSR.
–  1972
Martin Luther King Jr.’s 
birthday is declared a 
federal holiday.
–  1983
The Bush administration 
announces that the as-
sets of 22 known terrorist 
groups, including Hamas 
and Islamic Jihad, are 
subject to seizure.
- 2001
U.S. Episcopal Church 
consecrates Bishop Gene 
Robinson of New Hamp-
shire, its first openly gay 
bishop.
- 2003
Korean nuclear negotiations resume
Megan Stevens
Guest Writer
Photo courtesy of the AssociAted Press
Gadhafi dead; Libya declares liberation
Shubham Sapkota
stAff Writer
Photo courtesy of the AssociAted Press
Violent end — Moammar Gadhafi was killed by Libyian 
rebels on Oct. 21. following a violent rebellion.
tensions oVer nuclear capabilities— Students in South Korea observe replicas 
of North and South Korean missles at the Korea War Memorial Museum on Oct. 25.
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Art gives us a way to ex-
press ourselves. Art influenc-
es, inspires and stimulates our 
emotions. Art comes in vari-
ous modes of expression. This 
year’s dANCEpROjECt com-
bined a variety of methods: 
music, literature, sculpture 
and paintings.  
Directed by dance profes-
sor Steven Iannacone, dAN-
CEpROjECt ran for four nights 
last week in the Knickerbocker 
Theatre. The goal was “to en-
tertain, educate and challenge 
audiences of all ages with a 
diverse contemporary move-
ment experience.” 
Broken into three acts, 
dANCEpROjECt consisted of 
six pieces with a total of 19 
dancers. 
The night opened with “He-
lix” featuring six dancers in-
side white cocoons of stretch 
fabric. During rehearsals, the 
dancers learned to adapt to 
moving inside the pillow-like 
fabric. 
“The music is not count-
able, but there are cues that 
we as a cast have learned over 
time to know when to change to 
a different move. The piece relies 
heavily on using our other sens-
es to feel one another and stay in 
sync,” dancer Jennifer Muisenga 
(’12) said. 
“Hodler Night Life,” inspired 
by the work of Swiss painter Fer-
dinand Hodler, was the night’s 
second piece. The cast of three 
dancers wore flesh-colored cos-
tumes and posed as if they were 
sculptures come to life. 
“Garden,” a three-part piece 
with a cast of 10, blended nature 
and the spiritual. Inspired by the 
paintings of Hieronymus Bosch 
and Islamic calls to prayer, the 
dance featured the cast dressed 
in earthy colors. 
“‘Garden’ is another piece that 
requires all 10 dancers to feel 
one another during both move-
ment and many lifts,” Muisenga 
said. 
The second act opened with 
“Unwritten Letter,” a solo dance 
by Michael Parmelee (’12). Blank 
sheets of paper covered the stage 
as Parmelee, dressed in black 
pants and a white collared shirt, 
depicted one man’s struggle with 
regret.  
“…Sur La Table…” integrated 
poetry into the program. After 
a recording of the poem was 
played, six dancers took the 
stage and performed on, around, 
and under a table in the middle 
of the stage. Dressed in simple 
house dresses, the six dancers 
expressed the emotions corre-
lated with everyday household 
duties. 
The poem, “Sur la Table,” 
written by Jacqueline Bartley 
of Hope’s English department, 
conveys the relationship be-
tween a woman and life’s hap-
penings around a common ob-
ject: “She sits at the table, sleeps 
at it, dreams inside its borders, 
grows old in its presence.”  
dANCEpROjECt concluded 
with the collaborative “Art and 
Scholarship” project featuring a 
reading by Dr. Barry Bandstra, 
professor of religion, followed 
by a performance of “Jericho” 
with 19 dancers. 
Bandstra told the story of He-
brew spies and the woman who 
lived in a wall before the dancers 
took the stage. Rahab, a Canaan-
ite, hides the Israelite spies in 
her city, knowing they have only 
come to destroy, Bandstra said. 
Even though Israel’s freedom 
will be the demise of her people, 
Rahab agrees to save the spies.
“Israel found a savior in Ra-
hab. She becomes one of them, 
a believer in Yahweh,” Bandstra 
said. 
“Jericho” depicts the biblical 
battle over the city. The large 
cast of dancers dressed in black 
and interacted with a 12-foot 
wall on stage. 
“Getting 19 people to move 
as one has been a long, tiring 
process, but extremely reward-
ing,” Muisenga said. 
The six diverse works featured 
in this year’s project combined 
mixed media with religion, na-
ture and social issues. The audi-
ence had plenty to think about at 
the end of the show.   
“The dancers had great stage 
presence. The performance in-
cluded different types of mod-
ern dance with a variety of ideas. 
The lighting and staging were 
terrific. Overall, it was a beauti-
ful show,” Helen Gay (’12) said. 
dANCEpROjECt entertains, educates audience at Knick 
Lindsey Wolf
Arts Co-Editor 
Balloons and cake, a play and 
puppet show, gallery exhibits 
and even a wooden shoe car 
race were all part of  last week’s 
Founder’s Fest celebrating  the 
life of Hope College and Holland 
founder Albertus Van Raalte, 
born 200 years ago.
The festival’s focus was to 
have family fun, celebrate and 
educate people about Van 
Raalte’s accomplishments. 
The Van Raalte institute and 
Dutch Heritage Coordinating 
Council planned most of the 
events with the goal to “celebrate 
a visionary leader who had a ma-
jor impact upon and left an en-
during legacy for the area” and 
also to promote and preserve 
Dutch heritage.
The festival kicked off as all 
birthdays should: with cake! 
The Holland Area Arts Council 
hosted the “birthday party” with 
balloons and arts and crafts for 
the whole family.
At a “Klompen Derby,” a 
wooden shoe car race, kids 
decorated their own clog-cars 
before sending them shooting 
off ramps. Graves Hall featured 
multiple showings of films about 
and from the Netherlands and 
lectures about Van Raalte’s life.
For younger children, an in-
teractive puppet show simplified 
the importance of Van Raalte’s 
influence on the community. 
Tours of downtown Holland 
coincided with gallery exhibits, 
a sort of “then and now” of Van 
Raalte’s Holland vs. today’s. The 
Holland Museum’s exhibit holds 
mementos of Van Raalte in the 
Focus Gallery through Novem-
ber.
A short play about Van 
Raalte’s life entitled “Vision of 
a New Life” had a few 
Hope College students 
in the cast. The play 
depicted Van Raalte’s 
cooperation with Na-
tive Americans in the 
area to learn how to 
live off the land.
Van Raalte led a full 
life, paving the way 
for others to do so as 
well. Van Raalte was a 
minister in the Dutch 
Reformed Church in 
the Netherlands. The 
government’s attempt 
to reconcile the new 
Separatist church and 
the original one led to 
leaders like Van Raalte 
being imprisoned. 
Seeking a better econo-
my as well as religious freedom, 
many emigrated.
In 1846 Van Raalte set off for 
America with his family and 53 
others. Headed for Wisconsin, 
they got as far as Detroit before 
having to wait out bad weather. 
Van Raalte was one of the key 
players in deciding to stay in 
West Michigan. The land’s beau-
ty, which Holland residents en-
joy even today, is probably what 
drew the settlers to the area. 
Within three years, Holland’s 
population had grown to 5,000.
Van Raalte founded schools, 
churches and a theological semi-
nary that eventually becme Hope 
College. Dr. Chas Scott, a close 
friend of Van Raalte and later 
president of Hope College said, 
“I can almost repeat his (Van 
Raalte’s) very words: ‘Our deep-
est anxiety was for ecclesiastical 
connections and the educational 
needs of these immigrants. Oh, 
it was upon my heart as a leaden 
weight, for so I felt my responsi-
bility before God.’”
Van Raalte also contributed 
to Dutch/English newspapers 
and wrote multiple novels per-
taining to the Dutch language. 
In 1876 he passed on, but his 
legacy remains.
Holland celebrates 200th birthday of founder
Annelise Belmonte
Arts Co-Editor 
three diverse pieces— Above, dancers help Mi-
chael parmelee (’12) scale the wall in “Jericho.”  top 
right, dancers explore nature and spirituality in “Gar-
den.” Bottom right, dancers pose in “hodler Night Life.” 
Photos by Erik AlbErg 
grAPhiC by AnnElisE bElmontE 
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International Locations: - Argentina - Austrailia - Austria - The Balkans - Belgium - Belize - Bolivia - Botswana - Brazil - Cameroon - Chile 
 
 
 - China - Costa Rica - Czech Republic - The Dominican Republic - Ecuador - Fiji - France - Ghana - Germany - Greece - Hungary - India - Indonesia - Ireland - Italy - Jamaica - Japan - Kenya - Madagascar - Mali - Mexico - Mongolia 
 
 - Morocco - Nepal  - The Netherlands - The Netherlands    Antilles  - New Zeeland - Nicaragua - Oman  - Panama - Peru  - Poland - Portugal - Russia - Samoa - Senegal - South Africa - South Korea - Sourthern Cone - Switzerland - Taiwan - Tanzania - Thailand - Tunisia - Turkey - The United     Kingdom - Uganda - Vietnam 
Domestic Locations: - Chicago - New York - Oregon - Philadelphia - Tennessee  - Washingtown D.C.
Summer Programs: - Austria - China - England - India - Ireland - Japan - Mexico - Rwanda - Scotland - Tanzania
The doorway to the Fried In-
ternational Center on the first 
floor of the Martha Miller Cen-
ter is not just a threshold to a 
room full of cubicles; it is the 
grand entrance to the world. 
Going through that doorway 
is the first step into a room over-
flowing with endless opportuni-
ties and life-changing experiences.
Hope College is proud of 
its study abroad program. 
More than 200 programs 
in 60-plus countries are avail-
able to those who wish to ex-
tend their education beyond 
the dimensions of campus. 
Approximately one-third of 
students in a typical Hope Col-
lege graduating class have stud-
ied abroad, either through se-
mester or yearlong programs. 
Fifty percent of students have 
studied abroad if the popular 
May and June terms are included.
Sarah Klooster (’12), a com-
munications and art history 
double major, spent last 
fall in Florence, Italy. 
“Studying abroad in Florence 
was one of the most profound ex-
periences of my life,” Klooster said. 
“As cliché as it sounds, it taught 
me so much about who I am and 
what I want for my life. The Italians 
taught me how to appreciate and 
live into the beauty in life. I was 
able to experience a new lifestyle, 
one filled with art and food and 
language (three of the best things 
in life!) and I have brought so much 
of that lifestyle back with me.”
“It was truly an incredible op-
portunity and I encourage any-
one who is given that opportu-
nity to act on it,” Klooster said. 
“Your life will make a dramatic 
change for the better as you live 
in another culture and see the 
world through the eyes of an-
other human being in a totally 
different part of this big world.” 
Crystal Hooper (’13), a Span-
ish and management double 
major, studied in Santo Do-
mingo, Dominican Republic. 
Some of her favorite experienc-
es abroad (which she called “earn-
ing college credit simply by taking 
an extended vacation”) included 
evenings “on the malecón (walk-
way along the Caribbean Sea) at 
night to dance and meet new peo-
ple, and staying there until sunrise.” 
Hooper said of her semes-
ter abroad, “Me encanta el cal-
or, sabor, y color del Caribe!”
To learn more about the 
study abroad program, visit 
the friendly people in the in-
ternational education office in-
cluding director Amy Otis- De 
Grau and special programs co-
ordinator Kendra Williams or 
email studyabroad@hope.edu. 
Hope’s international edu-
cation website provides links 
to all of the programs offered 
and other helpful information.
So where do you see your-
self in a year or two? Studying 
Jane Austen near the place she 
was born? Scuba diving off the 
coast of New Zealand in your 
biology class? Mastering piano 
at the International Academy 
of Music in Milan? 
The possibilities are end-
less and there is no better 
time than now. So why wait?
Off-campus programs open doors to new opportunities
Mary Kelso
Guest Writer
A whole new world— whether 
she was seeing local sights, such as the 
Duomo (right) for the first time or spend-
ing Thanksgiving with her roommate and 
their host mom (below), studying abroad 
in Florence, Italy was a life changing ex-
perience for Sarah Klooster (’12).
Photos Courtesy of sarah Klooster
layout by aleesa ribbens
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Qualifying friendships
When the In-
ternet tries to connect people, whether it’s 
through Facebook or through dating sites, 
it tries to do it by assessing similarities. If 
two people have similar tastes in music or 
movies, or if cross-referencing your lists 
of friends results in mutual acquaintances, 
the software will decide that you are com-
patible and that you should be friends.
I disagree with the 
software. I don’t think 
that forming a good 
friendship is about en-
joying the same sitcoms. 
I think that the main 
ingredient in a great re-
lationship, is the shared 
ability to recognize ab-
normality in the world.
I started thinking 
about this idea when I 
saw an interview with 
The Cool Kids online (I guess the Internet 
isn’t all bad). The Cool Kids are a hip-hop 
duo that consists of buddies Mikey Rocks 
and Chuck Inglish. In that interview, Ing-
lish starts talking about their taste in hip-
hop music and concludes that, “Everyone 
has their own opinion on what’s good, but 
if you agree on what sucks, then you can’t 
suck together.”
It’s kind of a blunt way to put it, but it’s 
entirely true. Shared recognition of what is 
bad displays a deeper understanding of the 
world than shared recognition of what is 
good. In fact, common interests can actu-
ally help cover-up terrible relationships.
The clearest example of this that I can 
think of is an interaction I had with a co-
worker at one of my summer jobs. Like a 
lot of summer jobs, this particular one re-
quired you to be in very close contact with 
other people for long and drawn-out peri-
ods of time. Fairly regularly, I would find 
myself paired with one particular co-work-
er who I somehow was unable to make any 
kind of small-talk with. We had different 
philosophies on life, we had different sets 
of beliefs and values. I liked washing my 
hands after I took out the trash and before I 
started making food for the customers. He 
didn’t think that was terribly 
important. But after working 
a few shifts together, we discov-
ered that we both enjoyed dumb 
action movies; superhero mov-
ies with cheesy soundtracks, action 
movies with almost no plot and even 
less dialogue. While we were talking 
about this stuff, we got along great and 
our shifts went by a lot faster, but a shared 
love for dumb movies does not change the 
fact that we were totally different people.
This is not such a big deal when it 
comes to making pleasant conversation 
with a co-worker. This surface level kind of 
friendship is probably a good thing in this 
situation, but when it comes to dating or 
long-term friendships, common interests 
can temporarily hide awful 
relationships. 
In “(500) Days of Sum-
mer,” there is a scene where 
the main character’s sister is 
trying to talk some sense into 
him about his crazy girlfriend, 
and tells him that, “Just be-
cause she likes the same bi-
zzaro crap you do, doesn’t 
mean she’s your soul mate.” 
He’s so head-over-heels that 
he ignores the advice, but ul-
timately, his sister is right. Liking the same 
writers and the same bands doesn’t mean 
that you’re ready for marriage.
When I have felt alone in my life, it’s 
when I don’t like or understand something 
that’s going on around me, and everyone 
else seems to be really into it. But as soon 
as one other person shares with me that 
they also don’t understand or enjoy what’s 
going on, that feeling of loneliness goes 
away. I think it’s a testament to the power 
of a good friendship, that one person who 
agrees with you can outweigh a whole so-
ciety that thinks differently.
This is not to say that having common 
interests is a bad thing. I love talking about 
music and television and movies with my 
friends. It’s just not the only thing that’s 
important. It’s also important to not let 
the process of sharing opinions become 
a negative thing. It’s just as bad to bond 
over shallow complaining (“man I hate this 
job”) as it is to ignore flawed relationships 
because you both like Glee.
Christopher Russ
Co Editor-in-Chief
Professor reflects on historic 
Christian faith
The historic Christian faith is not 
grounded in philosophy or good in-
tentions, but a pivotal event in real-
time history: the bodily resurrection 
of Jesus of Nazareth. 
The physical resurrection of Jesus 
is an objective “truth claim”. It says 
Christianity is centered on eye-witness 
fact. 
Such claims are unpopular in today’s 
intellectual climate, yet the grounds 
for believing in the bodily resurrection 
remain compelling. 
First, there is the nature of the Bible. 
Ultimately, our assessment of the res-
urrection will turn on our assessment 
of this book. It has a quality no other 
book has, as the very word of God, 
and through its pages, God speaks to-
day. The gospel writers who relate the 
accounts of the resurrection can be 
shown to be profoundly trustworthy 
from their accurate references to first 
century politicians and geographic lo-
cations. I believe in the resurrection 
because I believe the Bible.
Second, there is God’s almighty 
ability. His prior track record of re-
markable interventions in human his-
tory, like the flood and the walls of 
Jericho, shows the resurrection owes 
to the God who performs miraculous 
historical acts. I believe in the resur-
rection because I believe in the God 
who alone can part the Red Sea and 
pause the sun in the sky.
Third, there is the purposeful 
background to the event. Jesus had 
predicted he would be raised up: ‘he 
then began to teach them that the 
Son of Man…must be killed and after 
three days rise again’ (Mark 8:31). The 
planned nature of the resurrection re-
minds us it happened for a reason and 
it happened specifically to Jesus, Gods’ 
chosen one. I believe in the resurrec-
tion because I believe in the plan of 
God.
Fourth, consider the compelling 
facts of the case. If the Jews stole the 
body, why didn’t they simply display 
it publicly and put an end to the ru-
mors? If the disciples stole the body, 
why would they go on to martyr them-
selves for a lie? If the women went to 
the wrong tomb, why didn’t Joseph of 
Arimathea correct their error by point-
ing out the right location? I believe in 
the resurrection because it is the best 
explanation of the facts.
Fifth, we have the repeated public 
post-resurrection appearances. On 
the first day he appeared to the women 
returning from the empty tomb (Mat-
thew 28:9-10), to Mary Magdalene 
(John 20:14) and to Peter (Luke 24:34). 
He then appeared on the road to Em-
maus (Luke 24), and to the 11(Mark 
16:14-20). Jesus appeared to Saul (Acts 
9:3-6) and to John (Revelation 1:10-
19). And he also appeared to more 
than 500 people at one time in Galilee 
(1 Corinthians 15:6). I believe in the 
resurrection because of the compre-
hensive testimony of such a mix of eye 
witnesses. 
Sixth, we must factor in the changed 
lives of the apostles. After denying 
Christ just prior to the crucifixion, Pe-
ter a short time afterward in Jerusalem 
was preaching boldly in public. James, 
Jesus’ brother, had not believed before 
Jesus died (John 7:5) yet afterwards 
became a leader of the church, hav-
ing seen the risen Lord (1 Corinthians 
15:7). Paul had been a fierce persecutor 
of the Christians but was completely 
turned around after Jesus appeared to 
him on the Damascus road. I believe in 
the resurrection because the disciples 
were transformed.
Seventh, there is the birth of the 
Christian church. Christianity spread 
faster than any other religion or phi-
losophy, overtaking the Roman empire 
by the fourth century. Today it is the 
largest religion in the world and mil-
lions know the living Christ as Savior. 
I believe in the resurrection because 
such church growth momentum is dif-
ficult to explain without the reality of 
the resurrection. 
And finally, there is the testimony 
of the Holy Spirit in the believer. ‘And 
this is how we know that he lives in us: 
we know it by the Spirit he gave us’ (1 
John 3:24). I believe in the resurrection 
because of the witness of the Spirit of 
God.
Ultimately, our final estimate of the 
miracle claims in the gospels, includ-
ing the chief miracle of the resurrec-
tion, depends upon our estimate of 
Christ. The biographical data in the 
gospels are entirely consistent with his 
being the Son of God.
It is entirely reasonable, in summa-
ry, for educated and scholarly people 
– yes, even this professor – to accept 
the historical claim of the resurrection 
as actual fact. And accordingly, to be-
lieve in the One who was raised.
I don’t think 
forming a good 
friendship is 
about enjoying 
the same sitcoms.
“
“
Chris is also a DJ on WTHS listen in on 
Tuesday’s from 10-Midnight to hear “Get to 
the Chopper!”
Dr. Kim Hawtrey
Why I believe in the 
Resurrection
Letter to the Editor:
Dear Editor:
I have read your below-the-fold cover story about Hope demographics (Oct. 5).  Has any 
one in the administration or from the faculty commented on why the average GPA at Hope is 
3.32, and over half the student body is on the Dean’s List?  An average GPA of 3.32 means 
that most students at Hope are getting a B+ is all of their classes.  This seems like grade 
inflation to me, since a 4.0 should designate a C average.  How will employers be able to 
use GPA as a gauge of a candidates qualifications, if truly average applicants appear above 
average on paper?  Could this be a result of competing for tenure track positions (wanting 
positive student SALT reviews?)?  Even if the average student at Hope College is smarter 
than 1979 (avg. GPA = 2.90) shouldn’t the standard of education at Hope readjust to become 
more rigorous? As a regular reader of the Anchor, I am interested in the views of the faculty 
or administration on average GPA.
-Dean Hazle (‘12)
Dr. Hawtrey is the advisor for Inter-
Varsity Christian Fellowship on Hope’s 
campus. For more information on In-
terVarsity, please e-mail ivcf@hope.
edu.
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Alex is currently banging her head against 
the nearest surface, trying with all her might 
to come up with a decent plot.
What a novel idea
Have you 
ever gotten 
the itch? You 
know the 
one, the itch 
that compels 
you to spill 
your thoughts 
onto a page; the itch that scratches at your skull dying to 
escape; the itch that plays with your memory, creating 
fact out of fiction. No fear! There is a cure to the illusive 
itch! It’s called NaNoWriMo.
National Novel Writing Month is a dedication to 
all those who wish they could be writers but fear they 
will never be good enough. It is, in my opinion, one of 
the greatest inventions in today’s society for the crazed 
writer. Anyone who has ever wanted to write a novel 
now is your chance. 
This November get ready to drop everything and 
write 50,000 words! NaNoWriMo is a time where thou-
sands of people all around the world come together and 
through hair-pulling moments, screaming-frustration, 
and second-wind excitement take the leap into novel-
dom. Those that are successful become novelists and 
earn the great title of NaNoWriMo Winner!
I have heard about this for a couple years and this 
year I have decided to jump into the fray. This year 
yours truly is going to write 50,000 in four short weeks 
and I am going to finish! (I hope).
Don’t think 
you can handle 
this on your 
own? No wor-
ries, I’ve put to-
gether a list of 
tips that might 
help any aspir-
ing NaNo-nov-
elists.
1) Preplan-
ning is key! 
Think of a plot 
line and characters before the beginning of November. 
Just something simple you can work off; it doesn’t have 
to be fancy. You technically don’t have to do this, but I 
find it easier than winging it.
2) Set up a support group. Whether they are people 
from campus or from the friendly NaNoWriMo web-
site, find people that are going through the same agony 
you are about to start. Most likely other participants 
want the same companionship as you. They can be your 
cheerleaders or your competitors, either way they will 
help you get through this month.
3) Write. You just got to jump headfirst and start 
writing. Write and write every day. The count boils 
down to 1,667 words a day. This may mean you have to 
give up some other wonderful time wasters in your life 
(cough StumbleUpon or Tumblr cough), but it will be 
worth it in the end. Think of it this way, you are fasting 
from a distraction for a month in order to create some-
thing that is completely your own.
4) Don’t think of this as an opportunity to write 
something of great quality, because you’ll be disap-
pointed. NaNoWriMo is all about quantity. You are not 
creating something that will immediately be turned 
over to a publishing house. What you are creating is 
the opportunity to brag about your accomplishment; 
an opportunity to bask in the glory of noveldom with 
other writers.
So who’s with me! Ready or not I’m going to jump 
in and experience the thrill, the anxiety, the commit-
ment of NaNoWriMo. I’m going to tackle it head on and 
come November 30, I will be victorious.
Alex Brennan
Columnist
Do you ever have a 
dream that is so vivid, 
you wake up the next 
morning and you think it is reality? 
Those dreams where for a good five minutes after you wipe 
away the goobers from your eyes, you believe are real. Those 
dreams where you get back with an ex-girlfriend or boyfriend, 
those dreams where you are living out your ideal career, and 
even those dreams where you somehow managed to pull off all 
A’s on your finals. 
We all have them. I often have at least one of those every 
week. It is one of the most bittersweet feelings a person can 
experience in their lifetime.  
It’s one of those rare things that bring you from an all time 
high where a smile engulfs your face and contentment fills your 
heart to an all time low where sorrow, fear and anxiety possess 
your whole body – all within a matter of five minutes. 
For some of us, these dreams represent ideas and objects we 
may never actually get our hands on. For others, these dreams 
represent a prophecy into their future. And for the remain-
der, these dreams are just dreams – and that’s it. For me, these 
dreams represent a new sense of hope and confidence. 
These dreams make me question everything. They force me 
to reprioritize my goals in life, and they push me to strive for the 
absolute best scenario possible. 
For example, I often have a dream where my ex-girlfriend and 
I are really good friends. This is incredibly satisfying for me be-
cause my ex and I ended on very poor terms and haven’t spoken 
to each other in three years. So, for me this dream allows me to 
fill that void in my life that has been missing for a few years. It 
allows me to keep my head high and to find the silver lining in 
what used to be a horrendous mess. 
I like to look at these dreams as blessings from God.  He is 
showing me that He knows His plan for me and that even in 
our darkest hour, there is a light at the end of the tunnel.  And 
although these dreams may never be reality, how can one not 
take comfort in knowing that simple fact? 
So, close your eyes, drift off to sleep and begin to have sweet 
dreams. *Dine-in only. Sorry, offer does not apply to parties of 6 or more. Rib Combos or Combo Platters 
  not included. Offer valid at participating locations in MI, LA, IL, and MA.
ready in
15 minutes or less
or your next one’s Free!
upgrade to a pint of beer $1.99 domestic, $3.00 Premium or import  
upgrade to one of our alcoholic-free lemonades for 75¢  
substitute Buffalo Chips™, Wedges, or Coleslaw for an additional 50¢, 
onion rings, side salad, or Veggie Boat for an additional 99¢
Chicken Buffalito®
& side salad $6.99
5 Chicken tenders
with Fries $7.99
Chicken tender Wrap 
with tortilla Chips $7.99
10 traditional Wings 
with Fries $8.99
8 Boneless Wings 
with Fries $8.99
6 lunch combos starting at $6.99! 
Monday – Friday        11aM – 2PM
ONE Fastastic LuNch
slammertM Combo & Fries $7.49
choice of cheeseburger, chicken tender,
steak or pulled pork slammerstm
all Meals serVed With
a 20 oz. soFt drink
2899 West shore dr.
holland
616.399.9461
facebook.com/bwwholland
BWJ119_LunchCombos_Generic_College_Ad_HopeAnchor_5.93x8_4c.indd   1 10/11/11   1:21:28 PM
Sweet Dreams
Erik Durham
ColumnistWait,
was that real?
NaNoWriMo is a time where 
thousands of people all around 
the world come together and 
through hair-pulling moments, 
screaming-frustration, and sec-
ond-wind excitement take the 
leap into noveldom.
“
“
Erik loves Winnie the Pooh and isn’t afraid to admit it.
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Whether it’s coming 
to our weekly meet-
ings, spreading the 
word, or coming to 
our events, we want 
everyone to know 
they’re welcome
    — Rachel MazzaRo
hUJ SecRetaRy
“
“
Advisory Committe has been 
established.
“Sustainability has come 
a long way in the past four 
years at Hope… but much 
still has to be done in terms of 
changing our campus’s culture 
and general attitude towards 
such environmental issues,” 
said Madison.  Once the right 
attitude towards environmental 
change is established on campus, 
the actions taken to preserve the 
environment will be much easier 
to put into motion.  
Students at Hope have a 
opportunity to act as leaders in 
environmental conservation. 
“As a Christian college, we have 
the power to affect such positive 
change [in the environment], and 
now we have a responsibility to 
act as leaders in the earthkeeping 
movement,” said Madison.  
This competition is a step 
in the right direction, but 
committees can only go so 
far.  It is up to the students to 
take the initiative and make 
some lifestyle changes that will 
benefit the earth.  The ultimate 
goal of this competition is for 
the participants to “carry their 
new awareness forward and live 
accordingly,” said Madison.  
w Green, from page 1
Green 
initiative 
makes 
progress
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!!
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
Sunday,November6
6:00pm
doorsopenat5:00pm
Community
Concert
Connections
presents:
Looking to change the world 
and make a difference on the 
social justice platform?  At 
Hope, there’s a group ready to 
take action in a rapidly changing 
world. 
Hope United for Justice 
formed last year by combining 
six different social justice 
organizations: Acting on 
AIDS, Amnesty International, 
Environmental Issues Group, 
Justice League, Taking Education 
Abroad and Human Trafficking. 
The former groups’ similar goals 
created too much competition 
when it came to member count 
and events, so they joined 
forces.
HUJ explores social justice 
issues through education of self 
and others, advocacy and action. 
Their mission statement stresses 
that action can occur “on Hope’s 
campus, in the community 
of Holland and in the global 
community.”  It also includes 
the idea of understanding “the 
interconnectedness of faith and 
justice.”
“Whether it’s coming to our 
weekly meetings, spreading the 
word, or coming to our events, 
we want everyone to know 
they’re welcome, ” club Secretary 
Rachel Mazzaro (’14) said.
To encourage more campus 
involvement, the group plans on 
raising awareness of consumer 
consciousness by hosting its 
second annual Just Green 
Christmas on Dec. 7.  The event 
involves local eco-friendly or 
fair trade businesses selling 
their products on campus.   
“We encourage people to buy 
Christmas presents for (family 
and friends) at this event,” 
president Blair Riddle (’12) said. 
“The businesses keep all of their 
profits so it is not a fundraiser 
for us; rather it is a way for us 
to support and advertise for 
local businesses who are making 
a difference with what they’re 
selling or how they’re selling it.”
This year, HUJ is hoping 
to expand and include more 
businesses, as well as offering a 
newspaper gift-wrapping area, 
live music and snacks throughout 
the event. 
HUJ  is also sponsoring an 
event in November to educate 
students on a lesser-known 
issue.
“In an effort to expose the 
campus to human trafficking in 
certain products we are showing 
the documentary ‘The Dark Side 
of Chocolate’ on Nov. 16 at 7 
p.m. at Winants Auditorium,” 
Riddle said.  “A discussion will 
follow about how we can make a 
change in our lives to positively 
impact those being trafficked in 
the chocolate business.”
For vice president Kelsey 
Herbert (’14), HUJ is more than 
a club.
“HUJ is a great place to come if 
you have an idea, but are not sure 
how to pursue it,” Herbert said. 
“I want to help those who know 
they care about social justice, 
but do not have a specific focus, 
to become truly passionate. I 
would like to see all of Hope’s 
community become more aware 
of the social injustices and want 
to change them.”
Students who have an idea for 
an event, or would like to learn 
more about social justice issues 
in general, are encouraged to 
attend HUJ meetings on Monday 
nights at 7 p.m. in Lubbers 122, 
or email unitedforjustice@
hope.edu.  Other campus 
organizations interested in 
collaborative projects are also 
invited.
Hope United for Justice takes action on campus
Ann Marie Paparelli
Photo editoR
Six social justice groups combine
Correction:
In the Oct. 19 edition of 
The Anchor the “Greater 
Hope” story on page ten 
incorrectly attributes the 
engineering addition gift 
to Paul & Carol Schaap. 
Haworth Inc were the actual 
donors.
Photo by Anne MArie PAPArelli
Quarterback club— Michael atwell (’14) has led a 
well-rounded Hope team to five victories.
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ThiS Week in SporTS
Friday          Nov. 4 
Men’s Soccer
MIAA tournament semifinal game
Van Andel Stadium
Saturday          Nov. 5 
Football
vs. Adrian at 1 p.m.
Hockey
vs. Grand Valley D3 at 8:45 p.m.
in Brief
Men’s soccer defeats 
kalaMazoo    
           
The men’s soccer team guar-
anteed itself at least one more 
home game this season on Sat-
urday. The Dutchmen’s 3-0 vic-
tory over Kalamazoo College 
clinched the second seed in the 
conference for Hope, allowing 
them to host one of the semifi-
nal games during this weekend’s 
MIAA tournment. Jason Muller 
(’13) assisted David Whitaker 
(’12), Jeff Ekdom (’13) and Bran-
don Underwood (’15) with goals 
in the victory. Logan Neil (’12) 
had three saves in the game, 
which was his 11th shutout this 
season and the 27th in his col-
lege career. Hope will travel to 
Albion on Nov. 2 for one last 
conference game before tourna-
ment play  begins on Nov. 4.
MIaa                                   
 Players of the week 
Men’s Soccer
Logan Neil (’12)
Goalkeeper
Volleyball
Jenna Grasmeyer (’15)
Outside Hitter
Volleyball
Greer Bratschie (’13)
Setter
swIM teaMs sPlIt 
trIPle dual Meet
The men and women’s swim 
teams traveled to Battle Creek 
last weekend to compete in the 
Olivet Quad, hosted by Lakev-
iew High School. The men’s 
swim team defeated Albion 265-
65 and Carthage 206.5-107.5 but 
fell to Olivet, 203-111. Jeff Shade 
(’12) and Michael Huisingh (’12) 
each won two events for the 
Dutchmen, with Shade claim-
ing titles in the 500 free and the 
1,000 free and Huisingh winning 
the 100 breaststroke and the 200 
breaststroke.
The women’s team also de-
feated Albion 243-102. While 
the women were able to over-
come Olivet 225-112, Carthage 
got the best of the Dutch, 191-
148. Erica Dunham (’15) and 
Maria Kieft (’14) took first place 
in the 1 meter dive and the 100 
backstroek respectively, while 
Sarah Sohn (’12) took three indi-
vidual titles in the 500 free, 200 
butterfly and 1,000 free.
Cross country teams take first and second in conference
Bethany Stripp
SPortS editor
Football reflects on Trine win, looks to Adrian
Chris Ray
GueSt Writer
Head Coach Dean Kreps and 
other members of the football 
team were in high spirits at 
the weekly Quarterback Club 
banquet on Monday, Oct. 24, as 
they discussed their important 
victory over the reigning MIAA 
champion Trine Thunder.  Going 
into the game, Kreps knew 
the team was prepared and it 
showed on the field.
“Guys got off the bus ready to 
play, and we played about as well 
as we could play at times,” Kreps 
said.  
The Flying Dutchmen had a 
balanced offensive attack behind 
quarterback Michael Atwell 
(’14) and running backs Shawn 
Jackson (’14), Fluarry Jackson 
(’15), and Reggie Duncan (’14). 
Atwell completed 12 of his 24 
passes for 244 yards and two 
touchdowns.  Meanwhile, Shawn 
Jackson, Fluarry Jackson, and 
Duncan combined for 121 yards 
and two touchdowns.  Kreps was 
impressed with the performance 
of his offense, especially his 
running backs. 
“When all three of our 
running backs play, they are 
all good, but good in different 
ways,” Kreps said.  
Wide receiver Chris Schmelz 
(’12) accounted for 96 yards on 
four catches, including a 56-yard 
catch that set up a touchdown 
early in the fourth quarter.  The 
ensuing one-yard touchdown by 
Fluarry Jackson put the Flying 
Dutchmen up 21-17.  
At that point, it was the 
defense’s turn to step-up.  Behind 
a strong run-stopping effort from 
defensive ends Jared Kimber 
(’12) and Mark Karam (’12), the 
defense was able to hold Trine 
to only 3.1 yards per carry.  With 
the total team effort, the team 
was able to escape with a 28-23 
victory, one that was special for 
the seniors on the team.
“This game was a big deal 
for us,” offensive lineman Josh 
Droppers (’12) said.  “It definitely 
feels good to beat them on their 
home turf.”  
Coming off a devastating 
loss to the first place Albion 
Britons the week before, the 
seniors knew the importance of 
the game.  Fullback Brian Lynn 
(’12) saw a focused mindset in 
practice that gave him optimism 
heading into the Trine game.
“We were backed into the 
corner after the Albion game,” 
Lynn said.  “We knew had to fight 
our way out.  It was as much of a 
mental week as it was a physical 
week of practice.”  
All of this talk and optimism 
delighted the rest of the people 
in attendance at the Quarterback 
Club.  While the Quarterback 
Club is not only a time when 
friends and family of the football 
team can come to talk with Kreps 
about past and future games, it is 
also a weekly tradition that has 
been around for a long time.  In 
fact, John Tysse, a long-time 
Hope football and basketball 
fan, started the Quarterback 
Club 30 years ago.
“Back then, we would pick 
up the players and drive them 
out to the country club,” Tysse 
said.  “There, we would do the 
same thing we do now.  We 
would watch film, talk about the 
upcoming games, and talk with 
the players.”
With the football team heading 
into their bye week, Kreps and 
the players in attendance knew 
that the bye would be critical 
going forward.  
“We have some guys banged 
up,” Kreps said.  “This bye week 
is coming at exactly the right 
time.”
While the team will practice 
as usual, they are also looking to 
have some fun during their bye 
week.  The schedule will include 
some rest for the players as well 
as the Second Annual Bye-Week 
Bowling Tournament.  In the 
meantime, the team will keep 
an eye on the Albion vs. Adrian 
game, with Adrian being their 
matchup following the bye 
week.  
“We want Adrian to win that 
game,” Droppers said.  “If Adrian 
wins, then we have a chance to 
win the conference title.  That’s 
the most important thing to us.”
The women’s cross country 
team captured their first MIAA 
title in seven years on Saturday 
at Alma, edging out Calvin by 
three points to claim the top 
spot in the conference. 
Sheri McCormack (’14) 
took the top spot for the Flying 
Dutch, finishing in fourth place 
with a time of 22:16.7 in the 6K 
race, shaving nearly a minute 
and half off her time from the 
MIAA Championships last year 
at Calvin.
“Personally, I am content 
with my race,” McCormack said. 
“I had a migraine while I was 
standing in the start box, but 
I didn’t notice it again until I 
crossed the finish line.”
Camille Borst (’14) followed 
closely behind McCormack, 
finishing in 22:19.7 for seventh 
place. 
“I felt the race went really well 
for me as an individual and as a 
team,” Borst said. “I went out 
strong and ended up holding a 
steady pace.  I focused on asking 
myself if I could give more, and 
the answer was usually yes.  Not 
only was I running for myself, 
but I was running for my team 
and running for God.  That’s one 
of the great things about Hope 
Cross Country, that as a team, 
we know that none of this would 
even be possible without God. 
Not to us, but to His name be 
the glory.  Win or lose when it 
comes down to it, we will praise 
Him.”
Morgan McCardel (’13), Kate 
Nelson (’12) and Salome Emanuel 
(’12) rounded out Hope’s top 
five, finishing in ninth, 11th 
and 12th, respectively. Only six 
seconds separated McCardel 
from Emanuel, and all of Hope’s 
top five finished in the same 18-
second period.
McCormack and Nelson were 
named to the All-MIAA first 
team, while Borst, McCardel, 
Emanuel, Meredith Busman 
(’14) and Kelly Lufkin (’12) were 
named to the All-MIAA second 
team.
“We knew that it would be 
a challenge to beat Calvin this 
season because we were beat 
at the conference jamboree,” 
co-captain Karly Sikma (’12) 
said. “The difference this meet 
was that each and every one of 
the runner’s belief in their own 
abilities and their teammates to 
run a great race.”
The course and weather also 
helped the team on Saturday, 
Sikma said.
“Racing conditions were also 
much in our favor,” Sikma said. 
“There was little to no wind 
and a flat golf course to run on 
compared to the multiple hills 
we faced at the course in Trine.”
The MIAA began awarding 
women’s cross country 
conference championships in 
1981. Since 1985, Hope and 
Calvin have been the only two 
teams to win the conference title. 
Despite this, Calvin has had the 
clear upper hand, claiming 22 
titles outright to Hope’s four.
The men’s team finished in 
second place in the conference 
meet, narrowly defeating Albion 
with 68 points to the Briton’s 71. 
Calvin won the MIAA for the 
25th year in a row. 
The results of the conference 
championship meet figure into 
two-thirds of a team’s overall 
total in conference champion 
determination. This gives the 
race a different atmosphere than 
other races during the season.
“This race typically has a little 
more anticipation built around 
it,” co-captain Nate Love (’12) 
said. “It is because of that that 
people get really excited about it 
in the week before the race.  We 
see this more in this race than 
in any other race throughout 
the season - except for regionals 
and nationals.  People were all 
over the course screaming and 
cheering, even more so than 
most courses, and so that just 
added to the excitement.”
Love was the first Dutchman 
across the finish line on Saturday, 
finishing the 8K race in 25:27.5. 
He was one of three runners 
from a school other than Calvin 
to finish in the top ten.
“I would’ve liked to have done 
a little bit better, but every race 
is an opportunity to learn and 
better yourself so I can definitely 
learn from it,” Love said. “I’m 
also really happy about how the 
team did.  We had some guys 
step up and run well so that’s a 
plus.  Once we all start tapering 
we should be able to do some 
great things.  I’m really excited 
about that.  It’s always better to 
perform well as a team than as 
an individual.”
Blake Rottschafer (’13) 
finished second out of Hope’s 
runners and 11th overall with a 
time of 25:39.7.
“For me personally the race 
was great,” Rottschafer said. “I 
finally ran a personal best after 
two years of setting the first one. 
I had to slow down in the middle 
of the race to clear my throat as I 
have bronchitis, so if I could run 
that well with bronchitis now, I 
feel that regionals will only be 
better.”
Ben Zank (’15), Brian 
Hernandez (’12) and Tom 
Smeltzer (’14) completed Hope’s 
top five runners in the meet, 
taking 12th, 19th, and 20th 
place.
Both cross country teams 
will compete on Nov. 12 at the 
NCAA Great Lakes Regional 
meet in Oberlin, Ohio.
Calvin spikes Hope in volleyball showdown
James Rogers
AssistAnt sports Editor
Flying Dutch can’t overcome early deficit against rival Calvin
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The women’s volleyball team 
edged Calvin in the first set of 
Friday night’s match, 25-22, but 
Calvin responded with three 
straight set wins to give the 
Knights the victory. An electri-
fying crowd of 2,163 packed-
DeVos to witness an expected 
MIAA rivalry battle. 
Preparations were made and 
lessons were learned. Hope head 
coach Becky Schmidt said put-
ting in a well-rounded effort no 
matter who is on the other side 
is the key to good play and ac-
cumulating victories. 
“We spent some time on 
Thursday  watching  film  of 
Calvin and preparing for some 
of their specific challenges,” 
Schmidt said, “but most of our 
time is spent trying to play our 
game to the best of our ability 
regardless of opponent.”   
   A sea of orange and blue flowed 
throughout the arena on Friday. 
Hope fans were on their feet af-
ter a brilliant 25-22 first set win 
for the Dutch.  
“There is nothing like play-
ing on our home court with 
such supportive fans,” middle 
hitter Mari Schoolmaster (’14) 
said. “The gym was such a great 
atmosphere. The first set was a 
great start to the evening.”
Indeed it was. Hope took 
the first four points of the eve-
ning and a 17-12 lead late in the 
first set. Calvin climbed closer, 
trailing just 20-18, but Hope 
answered with three straight 
points that eventually led to a 
25-22 win.
With a booming venue and 
an early lead, it seemed like it 
would be Hope’s night and quite 
possibly Calvin’s first loss of the 
season. Both Schmidt and her 
players knew there was plenty of 
volleyball to be played. 
“Calvin is a resilient and tal-
ented team,” Schmidt said. “They 
sorted out some of their pass-
ing issues, and we started over-
thinking on offense, hitting more 
balls out than we should have.”
The second set boasted a 
much more attentive Calvin 
team with flashes of why they 
are the number one ranked team in the nation. 
Schmidt said mishaps and a 
few instances of miscommuni-
cation plagued the Dutch. The 
Knights won the second set 25-
16.
After a positive start and a 
difficult second set, Jenna Gras-
meyer (’15) still sensed a positive 
atmosphere amongst her team-
mates.
“We all believed that we could 
take the match and win two 
more games, but we also knew 
that there was a lot of game left 
to play,” Grasmeyer said. “We 
just needed to keep up our en-
ergy and stay mentally tough no 
matter what the situation was.”
A tight third set that once 
was knotted at 16 apiece was 
broke open with an 8-1 run by 
Calvin. The Knights held on for 
a 25-20 win and a commanding 
2-1 set lead.
In the fourth set, the lead 
was never more than three for 
either team. Back and forth ac-
tion made up the set and exten-
sive rallies kept every specta-
tor glued to the game. A kill by 
Grasmeyer tied the set at 24, but 
Calvin clawed its way out with a 
26-24 win, claiming the victory.
Despite losing, a tightly con-
tested match with the best team 
in the nation can certainly pro-
duce positive outlooks. 
 For Schmidt, the match 
showed the depth of her team, 
improvements in many areas, 
and more.
“We learned a lot from the 
match: that we have the ability 
to play at the highest level and 
that we have the fight and per-
severance to remain confident in 
adversity.” 
For both Schoolmaster and 
Grasmeyer, Friday night showed 
that the Dutch can compete with 
anyone.
“Calvin is a great team,” 
Schoolmaster, who had eight 
kills and nine digs, said. “There 
is no denying their skill and 
passion but as shown on Friday 
we can definitely compete with 
them.”
“From this match we found 
out what we’re made of and that 
we can compete with the best 
teams in the country,” said Gras-
meyer said.
Grasmeyer set a school re-
cord with 23 kills in a four-set 
match. Lindy Melville (’12) and 
Grasmeyer each had 16 digs, 
while setter Greer Bratschie 
(’13) totaled 47 assists. 
Calvin improved to 28-0 (15-
0 MIAA) on the season, while 
Hope dropped to 22-5 (13-2 
MIAA).
The Dutch were right back in 
action on Saturday and defeated 
Olivet in three straight sets. 
The Flying Dutch women’s 
soccer team fell to 12-6 on 
the season and 10-5 in MIAA 
Conference play after a loss to 
Calvin. 
Hope and Calvin are now tied 
in the fourth spot in the MIAA. 
The top four squads advance to 
the conference tournament. 
With a win against Saint 
Mary’s in their final game so the 
season, The Dutch would clinch 
a spot in the tournament. 
Coach Leigh Sears spoke after 
the loss about their final game.
“We’re exactly where we 
wanted to be, and I don’t think it’s 
pressure, but if we win Tuesday, 
we’re in the tournament. All we 
have to do is win one game and 
we’re in.”
Hope scored first, with 
freshman Lindsey Bieri’s fourth 
goal of the season coming after 
less than seven minutes of play. 
The lead didn’t last long, as 
Calvin scored in both the 10th 
and 11th minute, and then once 
more in the 30th minute of play. 
The first Knight’s goal was 
scored by freshman forward 
Samantha Osterhaven, it was 
her 10th of the season.
Calvin’s roster is reliant on 
number of young players. Its 
22-woman offense consists of 
10 freshmen, nine sophomores, 
two juniors, and only one 
senior. Their starting goalie, 
Megan Altieri is one of those 
10freshmen. 
Calvin head coach Mark 
Recker explained their first half 
offensive surge.
“Our offense has been 
becoming more potent. Really 
offense is predicated on being 
able to build with a number of 
people and have off-the-ball 
movement, and I think by the 
end of this season we’ve been 
able to have more of that quality 
give-go, give-go.”
There were no goals scored 
in the final 55 minutes of play, 
despite a number of scoring 
opportunities, most of which 
involved Hope pressuring 
the Calvin defense. Calvin’s 
offense did not have too many 
opportunities after its early 
scoring burst.
“You hope to still be able to 
play the same style, but when 
you’re coming from behind 
on your home field, you start 
throwing more people forward, 
the pressure becomes more 
prominent that an opposing 
team can put on you as you’re 
defending,” Recker said. “So 
it wasn’t necessarily that we 
wanted to be just defensive, but 
Hope was really pushing to get 
the equalizer, and then we played 
to protect and counter.”
Hope played aggressively, but 
nothing fell into place for the 
Dutch.
“We just made a couple of 
mistakes, and I think when we 
played at Calvin and beat them, 
we capitalized on their mistakes, 
and it was kind of the reverse 
today. We didn’t do anything 
wrong; we stepped hard and 
missed the ball and they just 
finished,” Sears said. 
“It’s frustrating but that’s how 
soccer is sometimes you know, 
you could get a million shots and 
one goes in or ten go in.”
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Shut down in the Show down — hope’s women’s volleyball team was ini-
tially hopeful for their game against Calvin on Friday night, but it ended in a loss. 
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